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Tatting	  with	  Two	  Threads	  
By	  Norma	  Benporath	  	  

Test	  tatting	  and	  diagramming	  pattern	  by	  Fiona	  T	  	  	  
An	  “Intatters”	  Community	  project:	  http://www.intatters.com	  	  

	  

http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/article/23591180 You can download and print 
the text version of the pattern from TROVE.  

I have re-written the pattern into the more common shorthand used today 
(below) and annotated a picture of my sample to assist with following the 
pattern. Like many tatters, I find I work between the written instructions and 
the diagram/annotated picture to check stitch counts and joins. I hope this is 
also helpful for you.  

This pattern is done in 3 rounds, and can be attached to a doily as you work, 
or measure the length you need and make, then attach to cloth edge later.  I 
prefer to work a sample first (above) then work straight onto the cloth edge 
(you need to figure out which picots will join to the cloth, and perhaps mark 
these on your pattern).  

The article begins with a piece to test tat. The pattern is as follows: 

R: 4ds, (p 3ds) 4 times, 4ds cl RW 

Ch 5-5 RW 

R: 4, j to 5th picot of last ring, 4 – 4 Cl RW. 

Practice this piece until you have even tension for your stitches. 
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Legend:  

ds = Double Stitches 

p = picot  

j = join 

(Xds, p) A times = complete X number of double stitches, followed by a picot, 
A number of times. This is a repeat within a chain or a ring.  

cl = close ring 

RW= reverse work 

DNRW = Do Not Reverse Work 

Now to the Doily border: 

Using a shuttle and ball thread (or two shuttles as you wish), start with 
continuous thread method (CTM), or hide ends of ball and shuttle thread in 
first ring. This makes for neat start. 

Round 1: Clover leaf round  

Ring 1: (3ds p) 5 times, 3ds cl 

*Ring 2: 3ds, j to 5th p of Ring 1, 3ds, (p 3ds) 8 times, 3ds cl 

Ring 3: 3ds j to 8th p of Ring 2, (3ds p) 4 times, 3 ds, cl. RW 

Chain 1: 6ds (p 3ds) 2 times, p 6ds RW   [if joining to cloth suggest two picots 
here become joins to the cloth] 

Ring 4: 5ds, j to 2nd p of Ring 3, (3ds, p) 4 times, 5 ds cl RW 

Chain 2: 6ds (p 3ds) 2 times, p 6ds RW   [if joining to cloth I suggest two 
picots here become joins to the cloth] 

This sequence is repeated, Ring 1 becomes: 3ds, p, 3ds, p,  3ds j to 4th p of 
Ring 4, (3ds, p) twice, 3ds. *  

Repeat from * to * until desired length is reached.  When fastening last chain 
to base clover: Draw the working thread through the tiny space at the centre 
of the first clover leaf, pass shuttle through as though joining picot. Tie & cut 
or sew in ends.  

Round 2: Start using a shuttle and ball (or two shuttles) CTM. 

Ring 1: 7ds, p 7ds, j to 3rd p of 2nd ring of clover in Round 1, 7ds, p, 7ds cl RW 

**Chain 1: 9ds DNRW 

Ring 2: 5 ds (p, 4ds) 3 times, p, 5ds cl, RW 
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Chain 2: 9ds RW 

Ring 3: 7ds, j to 1st picot of Ring 1 (now adjacent), 7ds, j to 5th p of 2nd ring of 
same clover (Ring 1), 7ds, cl RW 

Chain 3: (3ds, p) 7 times, 3ds RW. 

Ring 4: (3ds, p) 4 times, 3ds j to last p of ring 3, (3ds, p) 4 times, 3ds cl. AS 
closely as possible up against Ring 4, begin Ring 5. 

Ring 5: (3ds, p) 9 times, 3ds cl RW 

Chain 4: (3ds, p) 7 times, 3ds RW 

Ring 6: 7ds, j to 5th picot of last ring, 7ds, j to 3rd free p of 2nd ring of next 
clover (Round 1), 7ds, p, 7ds cl DNRW** 

Repeat from ** to ** until round 2 is completed. Fasten last chain by drawing 
loop of thread through first ring, as in Round 1. Tie & cut or sew in ends.  

 

Round 3: Start using a shuttle and ball (or two shuttles) CTM. 

*** Ring 1: (3ds, p) twice, 3ds, j to 1st p of an outstanding ring 2 in Round 2, 
(3ds, p) twice, 3ds, cl RW.  

Chain 1: (3ds, p) 7 times, 3ds RW 

Ring 2: 3ds, p, 3ds, j to 2nd p of Ring 1 (last ring), 3ds j to next p of 
outstanding ring (Ring 2 of Round 2)  (3ds, p) twice, 3ds cl RW.  

Chain 2: (3ds, p) 7 times, 3ds RW  

Ring 3: 3ds, p, 3ds, j to 2nd  p of last ring, 3ds j to next p of outstanding ring 
(Ring 2 of Round 2)  (3ds, p) twice, 3ds cl RW. 

Chain 3: (3ds, p) 7 times, 3ds RW 

Ring 4: 3ds, p, 3ds, j to 2nd  p of last ring, 3ds j to next p of outstanding ring 
(Ring 2 of Round 2)  (3ds, p) twice, 3ds cl RW. 

Chain 4: (3ds, p) twice, 3ds RW 

Ring 5:  (3ds, p) twice, 3 ds, j to 7th (the last) p of Chain 3 from Round 2, 3ds, j 
to 1st p of chain 4 of Round 2 (3ds, p) twice, 3 ds cl RW. 

Chain 5: (3ds, p) twice, 3ds RW  *** 

Repeat from *** to *** until round 3 is completed. Fasten last chain as for 
Round 1 and Round 2.  Tie & cut or sew in ends.  Press work as required, 
under a damp white cloth, or block as required.  


